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Socialist Workers Party candidate
claims socialist future inevitable
BY BRIAN WACH TER

Spartan Daily Ralf Writer

TARA MURPHY SPARTAN

DAILY

James Warren, the presidential candidate of the Socialist Workers Party,
speaks at the Student Union Tuesday. About one dozen students attended.

"There is no alternative to a socialist future for humanity," said Socialist
Workers Party presidential candidate
James Warren during his Tuesday
speech at SJSU.
Warren presented a platform of free
national health care, jobs though massive public works and his "Share the
Work" program to about 15 people in
the Costanoan Room of the Student
Union. "Share the Work" would

reel Li. ( the Workweek to 30 hours,
redistributing the extra hours to the
unemployed.
Warren said he has never held public office and "probably never will:’
The Socialist Workers "reject the presidency as not being decisive because
both Clinton and Bush represent the
same thine Warren said. Both
Democratic presidential candidate Bill
Clinton and President Bush "represent
the ruling rich," he said.
"We are running to inspire think-

ing men and women in this society to
challenge the hardships imposed
upon them:’ Warren said.
Warren said there has been a confusion between Soviet-style Communism and socialism, resulting in
Americans being deluded as to the
nature of socialism.
"Those who reject socialism haven’t
figured out what capitalism has in
store for them:’ he said.
See WARREN, Page 3

Students blast
mental-health
services cuts
BY MARIA C. ROSE
Spartan Daily Start Writer

MAR(
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Gail Oshmer, left, a Julian Street Inn volunteer, discusses the shelter’s living conditions with residents Rose Quaresma, middle, and Margie
Spencer. Some shelter residents and members of SJSU’s Student Homeless Alliance protest cutbacks in mental-health programs Tuesday.

See PROTEST, Page 3

College of Science strives to stay open

V.P. Quayle
visits S.F.,
is met by
disruptive
protesters

BY JIM BATCHO

cpartan Daily Stall Writer

BY KARA GARCIA
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

SAN FRANCISCO
Vice President Dan Quayle
was booed off the streets of
Chinatown in San Francisco
Monday evening as hundreds
of angry demonstrators
protested his visit.
The vice president made a
four-hour campaign stop in
the Bay Area to attend two
fund-raising dinners on
behalf of U.S. Senate candidate Bruce Ilerschensohn.
Quayle arrived at the Moffett Field Naval Air Station at
3:30 p.m. aboard Air Force
1Nvo where he was greeted by
local dignitaries and spoke
briefly to the press.
His motorcade made its
way to the Los Altos Hills
home of Gil Amelio, chief
executive of National Semiconductor, where he met 45
guests for a private $1,000-a plate fundraiser for Her-

More than 45 SJSU Student
Homeless Alliance supporters
protested proposed cuts in mental-health services Tuesday at a
meeting of the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors.
"Homeless peoples’ lives are on
the line said Scott Wagers,
founder of SHA.
SHA, an advocacy group for
the needs of the homeless in San
Jose, is composed of students,
homeless people and community
members.
Last spring, 14 SHA members
were arrested for setting up a tent
city in front of San Jose City Hall
to protest the closure of local shelters, Wagers said.
SHA wants to prevent the
Julian Street Inn, which. shelters
homeless and mentally ill homeless, from sustaining a $103,000
proposed cut in county funds.
The 69-bed shelter, which in
the past was open during the day,

is now only open at night, said
Gail Oshmer, a shelter volunteer.
The homeless now sit outside
the inn and do nothing, Oshmer
said. Many become sick from
being in the sun because of the
medicine they are taking, she
said.
SHA is also lobbying against
possible funding cuts to the
National Guard Armory, a 600bed, winter shelter program.
Wagers said.
A vote on the proposed cuts to
mental health services was
delayed until the Oct. 23 Board of
Supervisors meeting for further
impact studies at the request of
the Mental Health Advisory
Board.
"Students are not guaranteed
to have a job when they graduate
SHA member Mike Roberts said.
"They have a stake in homelessness, toe
Middle-income families and
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Dan Quayle
schensohn.
The vice president was
then taken to San Francisco
for the second of Herschen sohn’s fundraisers which was
given by the "Northern California Republican Ethnic
Coalition."
Quayle
made several
unannounced stops in San
Francisco, including stops at
St. Mary’s Chinese Catholic
School and a small Chinese
restaurant.
As Quayle walked protesters chanted, "four more
months," referring to his time
left in office if Bush is not reelected. Supporters were few
in the five-block area.
As he crossed Grant
See QUAYLE, Page 3

For the College of Science, the
budget crisis could mean more
than just cutting classes and staff.
It could go as far as closing doors.
The physics department is losing its secretary to retirement and
will soon lose its full-time clerical
assistant. One full-time and one
part-time laboratory technician
will also be leaving.
Unless a current hiring freeze is
lifted, this would lead to a closing
of the physics department office
for the spring semester, according
to Allen Tucker, associate dean of
the College of Science.
Donald Strandburg, chairman
of the physics department, said he
doubts the office will close, but
agreed it would have to if no
replacements were made.

"I don’t think that can happen:’
he said. "But right now no solution has been decided on."
The College of Science will
have an emergency meeting today
to come up with a solution for the
budget cuts.
The loss of the lab technicians
would cause a reduction in lab
classes that students need for general education or graduation,
Ricker said.
"We’re looking at the possibility of not offering big blocks of lab
classes because we don’t have the
technicians:’ he said.
The budget cuts are creating
planning nightmares for the
entire College. of Science.
"The uncertainty is the big
thine St randbu rg said.
The College of Science is in the
of writing up its spring
proi

catalog. But the thought of extra
cuts looming over its head is making it difficult to plan which teachers need to be laid off and what
classes it can offer, according to
Ricker.
"I wish I knew" what to expect
this spring, Tucker said. "We all
fear there will be an additional
round of cuts to the CSU system
that will hit around midyear."
This, Tucker said, is making
both short -and long-term planning difficult.
"From the perspective of the
dean’s office, (the problem) is a
lack of hard information on
which to plan r he said.
"We’re in a survival mode
rather than deciding what
strengths should be added to our
programs over the next five
years."

This is the last in a series ofstories
about how SISU’s colleges are
dealing with the budget crisis.
Strandburg said the cuts are
causing a lot of frustration for the
physics department.
"It’s not the pleasure of building a good program that it used to
be," he said. "Now it’s the desperation of saving your program:’
Tucker said the uncertainty is
hurting the students who need
certain classes to graduate.
"The question being asked is,
’If we cannot serve all the students
we’re used to accommodating.
See SCIENCE CUTS, Page 3

Students plan ’largest race-unity forum’ at Stanford
tY

SEAN COOPER

start

Daily Aim Winer

The Stanford Baha’i Association is sponsoring a race-unity
forum on Thursday at Stanford
University
to
discuss
the
prospects and strategies of interracial and intercultural harmony.
The forum, to be held on Stanford’s open-air main quad, is
being slated by organizers as the
largest race-unity forum ever to

be held at Stanford. According to
Baha’i member and SISU industrial technology senior Farshid
Safi, 20,0(10 invitations have been
distributed, and organizers are
planning for a massive turnout.
"This is something everyone
everywhere should be participating inr Safai said of the forum
"Peace and unity between
mankind, unity and equality
between man and woman

these are the things we need to be
working toward."
’1 he forum will bring together
a variety of perspectives on issues
of multiculturalism and racial
cohesion. Congressman Tom
Lantos, D-San Mateo, who is cochairman of the Congressional
Caucus on Human Rights, will
address the role of government in
fighting racism.
Stanford Dean of Students

Michael I. Jackson will discuss the
promotion of multiculturalism in
the university.
Robert C. Henderson of the
U.S. Baha’i community will be
speaking on successful models of
race unity.
The forum begins at 715 and
will be immediately followed by a
reception. Admission is free. For
more information or directions
call (415) 321-1992.
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EDITORIAL

Ivory towers don’t belong
in California’s universities
The gap between
haves and have nots
grows in UC system

the Board of Regents as being "business executives and professionals who
are conversant with private sector
compensation standards?’
This kind of attitude, Post said,
allows for the escalating of salary
compensations beyond the norm, all
Education has long been hailed done behind closed doors.
as the bastion of equality. But
The excuse that the money used
the ivy- covered walls seem to does not come from the State General
be the hiding place for Funds is exactly the kind of mentality
that promotes the ivory tower thinkincreasing disparity.
Instead of being the way out of the ing.
We’re glad the Board of Regents has
class system, it appears that there is a
separation occurring and those in the decided be more open in dealing with
towers are drifting further and further salaries and perks. But we hope that it
goes further than offering token steps
away from those down below.
The University of California system to avert public criticism.
The Board of Regents is a public
is a prime example of where those in
the tower have set themselves up as body, and it needs to be held up to
public accountability.
the monarchs of the system.
After all, the ivory tower is a symIn a report to the president of the
UC system, A. Alan Post, a non-parti- bol of higher education, not a castle
san analyst, decried the make up of with a moat around it.

Letters to the editor
Semites vs Arabs
As a Middle East Studies minor,
and as an individual concerned with
promoting open dialogues between
Muslims and Jews, as well as between
Arabs and Israelis, I feel compelled to
correct a staement in Amos Fabian’s
Writer’s Forum of last week. Mr. Fabian, in an effort to explain anti-semitism, made the false correlation about
Muslims and Semites. Arabs are not
Semites. Not all Muslims are Arabs
and not all Arabs are Muslims. Islam
is a religion and a way of life; being
Arab is an ethnic identification. There
are Muslims in Africa, Malaysia,
India, and yes, in the United States
and Canada.
To clarify, not all Israelis are Jews
and not all Jews are Israeli. These are
important distinctions and are necessary for understanding the difference
between religion and region.
Rachalla Gold
Senior, Humanities

and inability to understand people
different from yourself was offensive.
Sandy Cuban
Graduate, Social Work Student

Missing the point

Congratulations on completely
missing the point. Your lengthy treastise on the Jewish Student Union has
no grounds for complaint on Homecoming scheduling. It was truly illuminating. We can all see now how
none of this problem is your fault and
that furthermore, since the JSU hasn’t
participated in Homecoming in the
past, there really isn’t any problem.
You also did a superlative job of blaming the victim(s) for the problem (that
doesn’t mist.)
What you have absolutely failed to
understand is this: Our society is
christocentric our "mainstream"
traditions, holidays and customs are
Christian centered. By definition then,
our society is discriminatory to all
who are not Christian.
Your decision to put a Homecoming event on Yom Kippur transmuted
I am going to take time out from this general anti-nonchristian dismy graduate studies to attempt to help crimination into a very pointed antiTim Danziger, A.S. Homecoming Jewish act.
One more thing Mr. Danziger,
Vice-Chair (Writer, Jewish Student
Union Miss Mark, 10-6-92). Let me before you dismiss my letter as futher
put this into a simple example for you proof that Jews enjoy the "attention"
Tim. If Christmas was on the first day they receive as a result of their continof Homecoming Week, how would ued victimization; I am not a Jew and
you feel? You would miss at least one have no affiliation with the JSU. I am a
day of the festivities. Right? You might former campus activities programmer
even feel resentful that you and many with three years of chairing a commitother Christian students at SISU tee that never scheduled an event on a
could not attend festivities that were religious holiday.
Nancl Clyar-RIvanburg
meant for all. Got it Tim?
junior. Molecular Biolov
You display of your insensitivity

Offensive viewpoint

S1ARTAN DAILY
SMITA PATEL

LRLD LIMPERT

Stereotypes exist in bigoted minds
nerves tingled
vibrating
Myhot,
between
emotions of rage
and amusement. I had hoped
my reaction would be quick
and biting, but I simply froze
in my tracks until the Chevy
one-ton truck had passed
through the intersection.
The teen-age boys’ laughter
lingered after they squealed
around the corner.
I had honestly thought the
guys were calling to a friend
named Mike, and my nosey
curiousity compeled me to
look for this Mike person.
Maybe I knew him. I know a
lot of Mikes, although the fact I
know no one at all period
in Palo Alto never crossed
into the logic quadrant of my
brain.
When I spun around to
meet the glance of the kid in
the baseball cap in the passenger seat of the truck, my
retroactive hearing kicked in.
They were calling to me. There
was no Mike at all.
I split in two. The cap kid
had yelled, "Hey, dyke!" not
"Hi, Mike!" The distinction
made me chuckle as I continued back to my truck from the
ATM machine.
As I situated myself in the
driver’s seat, I laughed out
loud. Speeding out of the parking lot, I turned in the direction I thought the Chevy had
gone. A red light precluded my
pursuit.
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haste and without thinking
was accurate. What bothered
me was the tangential conclusion they sped away with: that I
should be ashamed.
I am not.
Mostly, I just think it’s none
of anyone’s business, and people like those boys seem to
think it is. I don’t know, nor do
I feel compelled to find out,
about their personal lives. I
hope they’re happy, although I
doubt they really are. They
obviously take their cues from
moral midgets who, along with
prescribing sexual orientation,
also prescribe abstinence, by
which I’m relatively sure
and hopeful, for their sake
these boys do not feel forced to
abide.
Nothing of the episode in
the bank parking lot really surprised me. I watched the
Republican National Convention. There was Arnold
Schwarzenneger, every adolescent boy’s hero, schmoozing
with Pat Robertson and Pat
Buchanan. Who can blame
kids for taking the Pats into the
hallowed realm of idolhood as
well?
When an idol, or any symbol of authority preaches that
But I fit the suspect’s hatred is OK, that ridiculing or
description. And these kids outright bashing of non were just checking to see if majority groups is moral
their estimation was correct. enough to occupy prime -time,
When I had reacted to their can we really expect them to
shouting. I confirmed it.
question what they hear?
That didn’t bother me. That
The Houston convention
conclusion even lept to in
essentially equated bigotry

Why am I chasing these
idiots? I thought. I just wanted
to see what a bigot looked like,
I guess. But I knew. They were
just a couple of regular kids
filled with hormones and
slaves to social convention.
A peculiar sensation swept
over me, and I felt the muscles
in my face lose their elasticity.
My smile fell away.
To be honest, this is not the
first time someone pointed out
my sexual orientation in public
and in a pejoritive sense. It’s
happened more times than I
can count. Although I always
found it curious that by the
way I walk or the car I drive or
the way my hair is cut people assume they know what my
personal life is about.
After all, I had ambled in
the same goofy way and had
cut my hair short almost all my
life. I’ve driven my truck for
years, much longer than I’ve
been out with anyone. I have
even owned a large dog for
nine years, if we want to cover
all of the stereotypes.
None of those things
"made" me gay. They are parts
of my personality, parts completely separate from the rest of

11!11111
Brooke Shelby Biggs

So... What’s Your
Point?
with patriotism, apple pie and
Mom. Ill were 16 years old
and male, I’m positive I
wouldn’t gather up my buddies
and say, "I think it’s cool if two
guys fall in love?’ I’d receive an
indelible branding. Not fun in
high school.
So when I felt my eyes mist
up on my commute home, I
wasn’t feeling sorry for myself.
Nor was I feeling sorry for
those two kids I was bruised
just enough to be unable to
offer sympathy.
I realized that rabid idealism
is not harmless. No matter how
much we acknowledge that it’s
all a hot-air power-trip for
politicians, some of the spiteful
rhetoric gets snagged in the
national psyche.
And the victims don’t
always get off as easily as I did.

Brooke Biggs is a Daily Staff
11cr cloumns appear every
Wednesday.
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A funny thing happened on the way to school
(1)
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eople love their cars.

I’ve never really understood
the fiendishly possessive attitude some people get. There
are certain people who
absolutely lose it if there’s the
slightest problem with their
cars.
If these folks see the smallest
dent in their automobile, that’s
when you really see it - that
look of pure hate. It’s a certain
glint of insanity in the owner’s
gaze. He wants carnage, blood,
pain for whoever was responsible for this nickel-sized mark
of evil that was inflicted on his
poor, helpless vehicle. People
freak.
Don’t get me wrong. I have
nothing against these people. I,
myself, love a long drive in the
country. But if you saw my
scarred, dinged, sap-covered
Hyundai with the broken window, you would understand
how deep my devotion runs.
Anyway, people are passionate about the things. That’s why
no matter how much people
bitch about being jammed in

rush hour standstills, they
won’t even consider public
transportation. I guess they
like their cars more than their
ability to breathe.
Now I know how people feel
about public transit. But really,
taking the bus isn’t bad. You
can read the paper or a book.
Or you can brush up on your
state capitols you’re going to be
tested on in today’s claxs.
One thing many people fear
about taking the bus is the
bizarre and sometimes frightening people you see on board.
But if you look at these people
with a sense of humor instead
of judgment or anxiety, they
can sometimes be quite amusing.
For example, there’s a mentally challenged gentleman on
my route who has an odd
habit. He will be sitting there
quietly one minute, glancing in
wide-eyed nervousness around
the bus. Then, when the
moment strikes him, he will
suddenly and vigorously pump
his fist in the air and shout
something indecipherable. He’s
completely harmless, but he
captures the attention of the

Only for
passengers.
a
moment, however. After all, it’s
just a normal occurrence on
the bus.
Another incident, which
was quite serious, as well as
illegal, took place while I was
sitting on the long row of seats
in the back of the bus. A transient came up and sat to my
left. He noticed a friend of him
sitting on my right. They
began to engage themselves in
a rather interesting conversation, while I sat in between
only half-reading my hook.
The gentleman on my right
asked the one on my left what
he was doing that day. The
transient answered that he was
going to do some panhandling
at the K -Mart. He then asked
the first guy if he had any drugs
to sell. He said he did and
before I knew it they were passing money and marijuana over
my lap.
I couldn’t believe it. Here I
was trying to read Hunter S.
Thompson’s
"Fear
and
Loathing in Las Vegas" and
these two bums are making a
drug deal with me in the middle. Some people turned to

Jiiii Bat cl

Writer’s Forum
look, but then they turned
back. After all, it’s just a normal occurrence on the bus.
By all means, don’t think
that this is a daily thing on the
transit system. It’s just that
every once in a while an odd
incident will take place. Overall
it beats driving by far.
So next time you’re stuck in
traffic, wondering why you
paid $81 for a parking permit
when no space is available,
consider taking the bus next
semester. It’s safer, healthier
and better for the earth.
Besides, think of all the adventures waiting to be had.

Jun

Batcho is a Daily staff writer.
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Today
AL-ANON FOR FAMILIES AND
FRIENDS
OF ALCOHOLICS:
Meeting, noon - 1250 p.m., Admin.
269, call (510) 483-2084.
ALCOHOLICS
ANONYMOUS:
Meeting, 12:15 p.m., Campus Ministry center, call (415) 595-2103.
A.S. HOMECOMING COMMITTEE: Food Bazaar, 9 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.,
dirt lot, corner of 7th and San Carlos
Streets, call 924-6243.
A.S. HOMECOMING COMMITTEE: Movie night, 9 p.m., Morris
Dailey Auditorium, call 924-6243.
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES: SpartAerobics, 4:30 - 5:30 p.m, Event
Center Aerobics room, call 9245960.
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: Concert -"Monks of Doom," noon, SU
Amphitheatre, 924-6243.
A.S.
PROGRAM
BOARD:
Wednesday nite cinema, "The Wall,"
9 p.m., SU Ballroom, call 924-6261.
B LACK GRADUATION COMMITTEE: General meeting, 5 p.m.,
WLC, second floor near EOP office,
call 279-3381.
CAREER
PLANNING
AND
PLACEMENT: National Semiconductor
employer
presentation,
1230- 2 p.m, SU Guadalupe Room;
Making a job fair work for you, 1:30
p.m., SU Almaden Room; On -campus interview preparation, 12:30
p.m., SU Costanoan Room, call 9246033.
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Exploring the Catholic Faith,
7 - 8:30 p.m., Campus Ministry Center, call 298-0204.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CLUB:
Meeting, 2:30 p.m., SH 412, call (510)
791-0850.
DECEMBER GRADS IN CHILD
DEVELOPMENT: Meeting, 2:30
p.m., SH 412, call 749-9036.
CLUB:
FANTASY/STRATEGY
Call of Cthulho, 6 p.m., SU Almaden
Room, call 293-0783.
AND
GALA-GAY,
LESBIAN
B ISEXUAL ALLIANCE: Speaker,
national coming out day, 4:30 - 6:30
p.m., SU Guadalupe Room, call 2362002.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Brown bag lunch, noon 1:30 p.m, SU Pacheco Room, call
924-5930

call 924-3738.
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE:
Health fair, 10 a.m. - 1 p.m., Student
Union main level; Weight loss support group, 3 - 4 p.m., HB 208, call
924-6119.
STUDENTS
UNITED
FOR
ACCESSIBLE
EDUCATION
(SUAE): Officer’s meeting -film’Takeover,’ 7 p.m., 55 S. 6th St.
#214, call 929-7042.

Thursdays
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY, INC: Bake sale, noon - 2 p.m.,
art quad, call 286-7953.
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY, ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY: Social, 8- 10 p.m., Music
Listening Room, call 286-7953.
AS. HOMECOMING COMMITTEE: International Food Bazaar, 9
a.m. - 3:30 p.m., dirt lot at 7th and
San Carlos Streets; Yellfest, 1 p.m.,
SU Amphitheatre; Canned Food
drive, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m., Art Quad, call
924-6243.
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: Jennifer
local alternative
Rambles On, a
band, SU Amphitheatre, noon, call
924-6261; Movie, "Thunderheart/
Incident at Oglala," Morris Dailey
Auditorium, 6 p.m., 9 p.m., call 9246261.
AND
PLANNING
CAREER
PLACEMENT: Advanced Micro
Devices employer presentation,
12:30 - 2 p.m., SU Guadalupe Room;
Minority career expo, career success -the minority perspective, 12:30
p.m., SU Umunhum Room, call 9246033.
CONCERT CHOIR: Recitals hour
concert, 12:30 p.m., Concert Hall,
call 924-4332.
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION: Meeting, 5:30 p.m., A.S.
chambers, call 365-2879.
THE INSTITUTION FOR SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY: "Workshops in
the 90’s: ethnics, ethics and sexists,"
lecture by San Carlos mayor Sally
Mitchell, 10.30- 11:40 a.m., SU Loma
Prieta Room., call 924-3743.
LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY:
Guest speakers on credentialing
program, 3 - 5 p.m.,SU Costanoan
Room, call 255-8926.
MEChA: Meeting, 5 p.m., Chicano
Resource Center, call 929-0559.
PHYSICS CLUB: Meeting, 11:30
a.m., Science 239, call 924-5239.

S.A.F.E.R.: Meeting and slide
show, 4 p.m., Washington Square
Hall 115. call 924-5468.

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Student galleries art exhibitions 10
a.m. - 4 p.m., art building, 924-4330

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Student galleries art exhibitions 10
a in - 4 p.m , art building, 924-4330.

CALIFORNIA
STUDENT
ASSOCIATION:
TEACHER’S
Bake sale, noon - 4 p.m., Sweeney
Hall lobby; Meeting noon - 1 p.m.,
Sweeney Hall 331, call 924-3738.

SJS COLLEGE REPUBLICANS:
Meeting, 2:30 p.m., SU Pacheco
Room, call 247-0642.
CALIFORNIA
STUDENT
ASSOCIATION:
TEACHER’S
Meeting, noon - 3:50 p.m., SH lobby,

HOMELESS
STUDENT
ALLIANCE: Teach ins, meeting,
DMH 22611, 6:30 p.m., call 335-7039.

Protest: 45 decry lack of housing
From page I
the poor take the brunt of any
cuts, Wagers said. The lack of
affordable housing and the
decline in better-paying manufacturing jobs were two factors contributing to the rise of homelessness in the county, he said.
Both the state and county contribute to the $92 million mental health services budget.
Mental -health services already
suffered a $7 million cut in county
funding and will be facing further
cuts, according to Bob Martinez,
director of mental health services
for the county.
The county had previously
contributed $19 million to the $92
million mental- health services
budget, Martinez said.
Protesters said the cuts were
aimed at the poor.
"I believe there’s a war against

the poor!’ said Roy Stevens, a 58 year -old homeless auto mechanic
who volunteers with SH A.
"There’s a very addictive drug on
these streets - it’s homelessness.
You just can’t get out."
"We don’t have the legal
authority to spend any more
money than we have, unlike Congress: said chairwoman Zoe Lofgren, who has worked to develop
mental -health services in the
county. "We’re doing the best we
can."
whose
district
I.ofgren,
includes the downtown area, said
she was just as frustrated with the
budget constraints as homeless
alliance members were.
State law requires the county to
provide temporary shelter for
stray animals but not homeless
people. Lofgren said. "It is a
bizarre set of priorities."

Science cuts
From page I

how shall we ration the resources
that we have?" he said.
One way to do this at the CSU
system level is to restrict early
junior-college transfer students
and incoming freshmen who
don’t do well in high school,
’Ricker said. Students should
complete the junior-college system before coming to the CSU
level, he added.
"Right now, we cannot teach all
the students we want to teach!’
’Backer said.
Tucker said the more specific
problems lie with the department
heads.

"The real problems are at the
level of the facilities and the
departments which are trying to
provide the courses that are
required: he said.
St randburg said overcrowding
in lab classes is a big concern. Not
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only does it make it difficult to
learn, but there can be health hazards, he said.
"The lab only holds so many
people he explained. "You can’t
have more people in a lab and be
able to supervise it."

(Inc audience member who
wouldn’t give his name said Warren’s speech was "the biggest nonsense I have ever heard. He is peddling something that has been
rejected by millions!’
Zach Calden, a sophomore
majoring in advertising, said
Warren "has a vision that no

other candidate has."
Jana Frost, a junior majoring in
English, said Warren should
somehow seek a broader audience.
"I think he has a pretty realistic
approach to our problems, except
that he concentrates on a small
group of people - people who
are already aware of socialism!’
she said.
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Strandburg said he also is having to cut part-time help and student assistants.
He said he had to cut part-time
staff down from three people to
one and he now has five graduate
student assistants instead of 10.

I
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Quayle
From page I

Avenue, a few blocks away from
the Miriwa Chinese Restaurant,
the site for the fundraiser, the
crowds and protests grew larger
and more violent.
Quayle answered very few
questions from the press. He did
not answer questions from the
crowd, some of whom were
yelling obscenities as he passed by
them.
The vice president remained
calm as the protesters moved closer. The Secret Service, however,
was more cautious and began to
surround Quayle. At one point,
Quayle was not visible.
As the crowd started clamoring
toward Quayle and a fight erupted, the Secret Service and police
surrounded him and rushed him
to an armored limousine. Inside,
he appeared calm.
The protesters began beating
and pounding on the cars as the
motorcade passed. The police
formed a shoulder-to-shoulder
barricade between the crowd and
the motorcade.
Quayle and Fierschensohn
arrived at the Pacific Avenue
restaurant where they were greeted enthusiastically by a less -than capacity audience of 400.
At 7:00 p.m., Herschensohn
spoke briefly to the predominantly Asian group, members of
which stood and chanted "Hersch, Hersch, Hersch."
Quayle’s 15-minute speech
focused on and praised the small
businessman and entrepreneurs
of the country. He referred to
those who were protesting his
visit as "the outsiders:’
Quayle received a standing
ovation, after which the audience
sang "God Bless America:’
At 7:35 p.m., Quayle was led to
awaiting limousine where he was
again booed and heckled by the
crowd.
He will make two noire stops,
in I.os Angeles and Fresno, while
in California.

Something special
happening around
campus?
Let everybody
know about it by
calling the Daily.
(408)924-3280.

I la \ e you discovered the Great Western Bank ATM in the parking lot by the Student
Union? You can get cash 24 hours a day 7 days a week. It will accept any ATM card that
bears a (’IRRUS: SIAR SYSTEM’ or PLUS’ symbol There’s no charge when you use a
ircat Western Bank ATM card at our ATMs To get our card simpl \ pen a checking
accotti w ith us. Great Western.
alwa \ be there M

GREAT WESTERN BANK

Forget Those Tired Old Burgers

WAKE. VP YOUR -IASTE BUDS Will

EXOTIC CUISINES.

We are serving fodsfioni around the world tight on campus.

32ND ANNUAL
I NTERN A 1.1 ()NA F0011) BAZAAR
WHERE: Corner of 7th & San Carlos
WHEN: "today, October 7th & Tomorrow, October 8th
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1.,r. Mort. Into ( all ’124-6240
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"What A Great Experience!"
Learning the Language. Meeting People.
Coming face to face with history, art and
architecture, culture, food and fun.
UNIVERSITY STUDIES
ABROAD CONSORTIUM...
Small classes. Personal attention. Fully
accredited - courses transfer to your school.
We provide great classes in intensive
language, history, anthropology, art,
business, economics, political science...
Organized field trips and more.

Warren: Socialist stumps at SJSU
From page I

University

You provide the enthusiasm..
University Studies
Abroad Consortium
Library - 322
University of Nevada
Reno, Nevada 89557-0093
(702) 784-6569
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SPAIN
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Men’s golf team finishes 13th in tourney
The SJSU men’s golf team
took third place in the 21 -team
Wolf Pack Classic at Lake
Tahoe on Tuesday.
The Spartans finished 37
strokes behind the tournament’s champion, the UCLA
Bruins.

Spartan Steve Woods led
SJSU by tying for 38th. SJSU’s
Pomp Braswell finished tied for
47th.
The Spartans travel to
Stockton for a tournament on
Oct. 12.

TRAFFIC SCI1001.
$99

with this ad
classes taught by comedians
no test or written work
videos/movies

248 - 6811

TRY THE ULTIMATE!
INDOOR SPORT
ft’s Indoor Paintball,
the rage of the 90’s.
Armed with a paint gun,
you eliminate the opposition.
If you’ve thought of trying it,
we’ll make it easy.
No special clothing or equiptment required.’
Come alone or bring friends.

PRO SHOP OPEN
Large Selection of paintball guns
and accessories at excellent prices.
u,!.d.ty hiddy
I Saturday Noon- -1 am
Sunday Noon- topm

661 Walsh Avenue
Santa Clara, CA "’EXPIRES: 11 /11 /92

I 408-748-1188

COMMUNICATE IN COLOR
COLOR LASER COPIES

Presentations
*Transparencies
Displays
*Sales Flyers
*Charts & Graphs ’Copy From Slides
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The SJSUfootball team isfavored to win its third-straight
Big West championship and a trip to the Las Vegas Bowl

X

COLOR
COPIES ’I
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Being the favorite to win the
Big West Conference football title
is of little concern to the Spartans, according to SJSU Head
Coach Ron ’Darner said.
"I don’t think it will hurt us; I
don’t think it will help us:’ he
said. "I really don’t think it will
do anything?’
"I’ve told people in the past I’d
rather be favored to win the
league than to be picked last,"
Turner said.
"At least when you’re favored
to win you must have some good
players:’
Donnie Rea, defensive coordinator and inside linebackers
coach, agreed that being favored
has little affect on how the Spartans play. The danger, he said, is
how it affects how their opponents’ play.
"It means a lot more to the
other teams because they want to
knock us off:’ Rea said. "That
worries me?’
Turner said he doesn’t like to
look past the upcoming game.
Right now, the most important thing on his mind is Cal
State Fullerton, who the Spartans
face in this Saturday’s Big West
opener.
Still, SISU’s toughest competition is further down the schedule.
Fullerton’s football program is at
1-4 and suffering both athletically and financially.
Fullerton State Head Coach
Gene Murphy predicted an SJSU
crowning.
"I know everybody picked
Reno and San Jose State as the
top two, hut I’d say San Jose State
is the better football team:’ Murphy said.
Nevada, who the Spartans face
Nov. 7 at home, enters the Big

CELEBRATE HOMECOMING WEEK
OCT.5 - OCT.10

the copy center
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West for the first time. The Wolf
Pack finished as Big Sky champions with a 12-1 record.
Nevada is one of only two
teams the coaching staff has seen
in action this season. The other is
Fullerton.
The Wolf Pack is already 2-0 in
the Big West, following wins over
Pacific and Fullerton.
"We’ve seen some stuff on film
and they play really hard," Rea
said.
The University of Nevada at
Las Vegas also has a league win
behind it- a 21-17 win at UOP.
With a 3-1 record tallied so far,
Rea said UNLV is the "biggest
shocker" of the season.
Last year, the Rebels could
only compile a 4-7 overall record
and a tie for fifth place in the Big
West.
The team that the Rebels tied
last year, New Mexico State, is an
"improved" team Rea said.
The Aggies have depth at
quarterback and secondary positions and have concentrated on
improved speed this season.
So far that speed has turned
the Aggies into the top punt returning and kickoff-returning
team in the Big West.
One team expected to finish
near the top is UOP.
The Tigers are currently the
second best offensive team in the
Big West, behind Nevada.
Utah State is another contender with strength mainly in
the offensive line.
But the team is hampered by
losing most of its skill players
from last season.
The first thing the Spartans
must do, though, is concentrate
on Fullerton State.
SJSU takes on the Titans at 6
p.m. at Spartan stadium.
Tickets are ,t fl available.
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Viva Las Vegas!

252-7821
1821 Saratoga Ave I
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Lawrence Express Wayl
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The Associated Students Program Board presents

ALL SHOWS ABSOLUTELY FREE, 12 NOON
in the STUDENT UNION AMPHITHEATER!

ALL SJSU IMPRINTED CLOTHING,
GIFT ITEMS, PENS, PENCILS, PAD
HOLDERS, BINDERS, CALENDARS
AND SPIRAL NOTEBOOKS.

TODAY, OCT 7

Monks
Doom

’NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNTS.
LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND’

Spartan Bookstore Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00-7:00 Friday 8:00-5:00
Saturday (GAME DAVI 10:00-5:00
924-1800
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The Contenders:
NEVADA The new kids on the block
may give the Spartans their toughest challenge
this season. Nevada was one of the country’s
top Division I -AA teams last season. The Wolf
Pack went 12-1 last year and is already 2-0 in
conference games this season. The Spartans
host Nevada on Nov. 7 at Spartan Stadium.
UNLV The Rebels are 3-1 and one of the
biggest surprises in the Big West this season.
UNLV beat Pacific 21-17 earlier this season
and will play host to both Nevada and SJSU,
the conference’s two favorites.
PACIFIC Led by senior Quarterback
Troy Kopp and standout Wide Receiver Aaron
Turner the Tigers have a powerful offensive
combination. Last season the Spartans beat
UOP 64-47. But the Tigers lack a defense,
which hurt them in their 21-17 loss to UNIV
NEW MEXICO STATE The Aggies are
another of the Big West’s surprise teams this
season. Despite a good start, though, NMS is
expected to finish toward the bottom of the
conference standings. SJSU hosts New Mexico
State on Nov. 21 in the Spartans final game of
the season.
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Former Aggie offensive
UTAH STATE
coordinator Charlie Weatherbie has taken
over a Utah State team that went 10-3-1 in the
Big West over the past two years. The team has
lost most of last year’s starters at the skill positions, though. USU is picked to finish in the
middle of the conference standings. SJSU
travels to Logan, Utah on Oct. 24 to take on
the Aggies.
Titan Head
FULLERTON STATE
Coach Gene Murphy has announced this will
be his last season at the helm of Fullerton. The
Titans are the overwhelming pick to finish at
the bottom of the standings this season. SISU
takes on Fullerton State this Saturday at Spartan Stadium at 6 p.m.

Battling for the
Bay Area
marketplace is
no easy task
he Bay Area is a
mecca for sports fans.
Our region
encompasses just
about any professional sport
there is in the United States.
There are also three major
colleges in the area. If you’re a
sports junky, this is the place to
be.
The problem is that there is a
time that these sports overlap
and people have to make a
decision, on what to do with
their weekend. Unfortunately for
the Sports Car Club of America,
their premiere event of the year
wasn’t chosen by as many people
as they had hoped.
The Trans-Am series came to
the area Sunday, at Sears Point
International Raceway in
Sonoma. Only 3,000 fans showed
up. The promoters of the event
were hoping for more
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Erik Hove
than10,000, and 30,000 for the
weekend.
The SCCA event was up
against a full schedule of football
on television, a 49cr game just
down the road in San Francisco
and a bunch of Athletics fans
gearing up for the American
League Championship Series.
If there was a worse weekend
to schedule a race, it would be
hard to find it on a calendar. The
Trans Am draws good crowds
across the country. But when it
conies to the sports saturation of
the Bay Area the event was
doomed.
It was unfortunate that more
fans didn’t see the race it was
fairly entertaining. There were
six cars battling for the lead for
most of the race. It was also the
race to decide the season
championship.
Local boy Darrin
Brassfield, of Los Gatos,
was able to hold off the
national racers and win his
fourth Trans Am at Sears Point in
a row. Jack Baldwin finished
third in a Camaro to take the
series title. Another attraction
was Craig T. Nelson of "Coach"
fame in the Formula Vee race.
Even with such attractions,
there was a low turnout and the
event at Sears may be doomed. It
seems that motor sports events
that aren’t "big-time" like
NASCAR or the Indy cars have a
hard time drawing big crowds.
The competition for sports fans’
money is fierce in the Bay Area.
It’s no wonder the event had a
hard time.

imar.

World Events
Political
almanac
THE CANDIDATES:
-GEORGE BUSH: Said his
veto of legislation to re-regulate
the cable television industry was
overridden by Congress because
the TV broadcast networks conducted "a very good sales job" on
Capitol Hill.
-BILL CLINTON and AL
GORE: Made a campaign stop at
the University of Florida campus
in Gainesville to discuss plans for
education, health care, women’s
issues and the environment.
- ROSS PEROT: Bought 30
minutes on national TV for his
first ad as a presidential candidate,
delivering a lecture on the sorry
state of the economy spiced by a
tongue-lashing of government officials who become lobbyists for
other countries.
NEWS OF NOTE.
-Bush studied at the White
House for Sunday’s leadoff debate
white Bill Clinton summoned
stand-ins for mock go-rounds in
Kansas City - including a Washington lawyer to play Bush and an
Oklahoma congressman to play
Ross Perot.
-Marilyn Quayle accused
Democrats in Congress of intentionally trashing the economy to
help get a Democrat elected president in a speech in Smackover,
Ark.
WEDNESDAY’S STOPS:
- BUSH: San Antonio, New
Orleans and Houston.
-CLINTON: Little Rock with
no scheduled appearances.
-QUAYLE: Fresno, Calif. and
Washington, D.C.
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according to a statement the prosecutor
issued from Karlsruhe.
The statement did not indicate who
was believed to have hired the killers. At
the time of the attack, Hans-Joergen
Foerster, a spokesman for the prosecutor,
said Iranians or rival Turkish Kurds were
suspected.
Sadly Sarafkindi, whose Kurdistan
Democratic Party of Iran party seeks
autonomy for Iran’s 6.5 million Kurds,
was in Berlin for a meeting of socialist
leaders when gunmen burst into the
Mykonos restaurant and sprayed it with
two dozen shots.
The 55-year-old Sarafkindi took over
the group in 1990 after its chief, Abdul
Rahman Qassemlou, was assassinated in
Vienna, Austria, while secretly brokering
an end to Iran’s Kurdish rebellion with
Iranian officials. Iranian government
agents were suspected.

0 Security Council
votes to set up
commission
UNITED NATIONS (AP) - Outraged over atrocities in Bosnia’s civil war,
the Security Council voted unanimously
Tuesday night to set up an investigative
commission whose findings could lead to
Nuremberg-style war crimes trials.
The commission would look into
reports of massacres, "ethnic cleansing"
and other crimes against civilians or military personnel in all former Yugoslav
republics.
Members of the 15-nation Security
Council hope the existence of a "commission of experts" to be appointed by Secretary-General Bout ros Boutros-Ghali will
deter combatants from committing further crimes.
U.N. reports say individuals in every
group involved - Serbs, Croats and
Muslims - have been accused of savagery outlawed by the articles of war
under the 1949 Geneva Convention on
military conduct.
However, the Serbs have been singled
out as the chief aggressors by many,
including Boutros-Ghali; the U.N.
Human Rights Commission’s special
envoy on Yugoslavia, former Prime Minister Tadeusz Mazowiecki of Poland, and
the U.S. government.

Boeing may have
been warned
before crash

Police arrest two
suspects for
killing of Kurds
BONN, Germany (AP) - Two
Lebanese men have been arrested for
allegedly killing the leader of an Iranian
Kurdish group and three colleagues at a
Berlin restaurant, the federal prosecutor’s
office said Thesday.
Authorities suspect the two were hired
to carry out the Sept. 17 shooting,

ZURICH, Switzerland (AP) - Boeing
Co. warned airlines of possible problems
with the engine mounts of 747 jumbo jets
before a cargo version of the plane
smashed into a Dutch apartment building,
a SwissAir official said Tuesday.
"We had a telex sent out from Boeing
last week to all 747 operators" urging them
to check for cracks in the pins in the pylon
connecting the engine to the wing within
90 days, Swissair spokesman Harms
Kummer said.
Dutch officials said the Israeli plane that
crashed Sunday evening lost the two
engines from its right wing shortly after
taking off at Amsterdam’s airport. They
said the pilot was unable to maneuver the
plane back for an emergency landing.
More than 250 people were feared killed
on the ground.
Boeing, which is based in Seattle, said
Monday that it was asking airlines to
inspect the four-inch pins. It was not clear

San ltis

from the comments by a Boeing
spokesman when the warning was issued.

O Nobel literature
prize winners to be
announced
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) - An
Albanian poet, an American novelist and a
Japanese writer are considered among possible contenders for the 1992 Nobel Prize
in literature to be announced Thursday.
The Swedish Academy on Tuesday gave
the schedule for its annual awards, each
worth $1.2 million this year. The medicine
prize will be announced Monday, the economics prize on Oct. 13, the physics and
chemistry prizes on Oct. 14, and the peace
prize on Oct. 16.
Authors who were likely candidates for
the literature prize for several years include
include Belgian novelist/poet/playwright
Hugo Claus, who writes in Flemish; Irish
Heaney;
Japanese
Seamus
poet
novelist/short-story writer Kenzaburo 0e;
West Indian poet Derek Walcott; Trinidadborn novelist V.S. Naipaul and American
novelist Joyce Carol Oates.
Last year, the Swedish Academy chose
South African novelist Nadine Gordimer,

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified column of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid atheresIng
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
BUILD OUR BUSINESS IN YOUR
native land without leaving home
Will train. Well capitalized. Many
Countries to choose. Cal 1-800
484 9991 not. 7500 for preview
inforrnaton. CifiLA Internatonal
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visas, teeth cleaned and
x-rays - no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now!
For brochtre see
A.S. Office or Call 8096553225.
HAD A UFO experience that’s
never been reported? Confidential.
Write GM 401. 65 Washington St
Santa Clara CA 95050. 7496770
45,000,000. MEDICAL /HEALTH
Instranne coverall? for %billets
Nu Blue Goss of California
Rates as low as $22. per month.
Also evadable are:
Regnancy plan &
Dental plan.
1133 Saratcga Ave. San lose.
(4081252-7300
WANTED:
PSYCHOLOGY VOWNTEERS
Reach out 3 hours per week
as a Community Fnend. prtsfing
social support to those who
endure mental illness. We train.
404 4360606.
AFRICAN CONNECTION
BOOKSTORE
Becht% magazines. tapes and
unique gift Sims.
Haas: Tot’s. try Fn. 1-6 pm.
Sat.. 10 6 pm. & Sun. 11 . 4 pm.
463 S. Basoorn Ave. San Jose.
4082793342
OPEN BIBLE. THE ACTS OF THE
sinful nature are obvious sexual
immorality, impurity and debauch
ery. idolatry & witchcraft, hatred.
discord. jealousy. fits of rage, self.
ish ambiton, dissensons, radials
& envy. drunkeness. orgies. & the
like. I warn you, as I did before.
that those who he hke this wdl not
inherit the kingdom of God. But the
bur of the sprit is lae, joy, peace.
patience, kindness, faithfulness,
gentleness, and self-control.
Against such thug there is no law.
S. Cha, P.O. Box 160315, Cupertr
no. CA 95016.
AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO QUOTE. CALL 2482181.
No cost or bleat rel.
Good &kis rate available.
with miniman al 3 years
drtvirg experience
Sus Mon. du Fri. 9 5.
Sat. by apporitment. Cal after
hairs at 3770529. Ask for John.
Allstate Instrance.

HELP WANTED

THE OPORTUNITY OF THE 905!
Expanding a business in Northern
California. Working independently
kill time or part time with alluded
income potential. Products are
stateof theart ft retested, please
cal (415)5135509.
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the first woman to win in 25 years.
The Nobel prizes in literature, peace,
physics, chemistry and medicine or physiology were created by the will of Swedish
dynamite inventor Alfred Nobel, who died
in 1896.
All the prizes are awarded in Stockholm,
except the peace prize, which is awarded in
Oslo, Norway. The awards are handed out
Dec. 10, the anniversary of Nobel’s death.

0 Superstar Jackson
cancels tour due
to throat problems
LONDON (AP) - Rock star Michael
Jackson is suffering from throat problems
and has canceled his remaining European
tour dates, a spokesman said Tuesday.
Epic Records spokesman Jonathan
Morrish said Jackson would not be performing at his two scheduled concerts in
Turkey later this week nor at the concert
scheduled for Saturday in Athens.
Jackson spent Monday night in Britain
before flying to New York today, Morrish
said. He said Jackson saw a throat specialist in London who advised him to seek
further treatment in Los Angeles.

Phone: 924-3277 III FAX: 924-3282

SHIP/REC. P/T, SOME HEAVY
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
lifting, forklift gcod canmunicaten
skills, mechanical ability a plus.
Special Student Propems
Near SJSU. Lisa: 408275-1784.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rats for (lord Drivers"
"Good Rates for NorkGocd Drives’
$7.00 PER HOUR JOBS
8 har dells /Part or Fulltme
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
04Y, SWING OR GRAVE SHIFTS
’Good Student"
"Family Multrcar
Excellent benefits. We train.
No erpenens necessary.
CALL TODAY
296-5270
WEEKLY PAY
FREE QUOTE
Credit union
NO HASSLE - NO OBUGAT1ON
jobs
Special
10 58.50 per hour.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
Apply: 8 arn. 5 pm. Monday- Friday
Valguied Security Services
CHEAPI FBI / U.S. SEIZED
3212 Scott Bed. Santa Clara
89 Mercedes
$200. Near 101 at San Tomas & icon .
86 VW
$50.
87 Mercedes
$100.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
$25
’Teachers & Substitutes.
65 Mustang
Choose from thousands start $25.
’Medical / Dental Benefits.
FREE Infamation
Sick & Vacation Ps.
24 Hour Haline.801 379.2929
’Employee Chikkare Credit.
Employee Referral Bonus.
Copyright I CA29it11
Now himg for toffee and after
sass4 aNyi chikl care programs
and presdool programs.
GREEK
Mninum 12 untts ECE
or related carse work
FRATERNITY,’ SORORITY INS.
lie.
elenientary
Ed. or recreation).
notice"
this
"Clip
Also hug credential students or
We !eau more fraternities &
equivalent to work in cur private
sorontos than any local insurance
elenterevy as insbuctonal ads.
broker. If you have had difficulty
We are offenrg FT. PT. split shifts
obtaining competitive kat:slay
and flee hours for students.
arid property cosrages,
cal (4(e) 22 7300
Cal (408) 2574326
for an interview
or firth, information.
OFF CAMPUS delivery. Cish daily
Own car & Ins. 1 to 2 hrs./day.
Flex hrs. Redes Campus Flowers
Call 9241838 or strip by shop.
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HEALTH AND FITNESS MINDED
niarketeg and manaeement
sswtaits maks’ to help with
expansion! Will earn. Pat tree &
full time (4Ce) 3659026.

POP SYSTEMS HAS 1013 openings
in hgh-tech computer nasstry. Call
(408) 944-0301 for interest In
a full-time account executive or
pail-title shipping / nacerang clerk
position.Excellent opportunity
for marketing majors or any
graduating senior.

NOW RENTING! 2 MAN./2 BA.
spacious apartments starting at
$700. per month. Security gate.
Off street parking. Call Dan at
2955256 or arm IN State House
Apts. corner of 11th arid William.

SHARE HOUSE Lid Gatos $350.
1/3 util. laundry, fireplace, quiet
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT St 20 mm. to SJSU. 371-1249.
- fisheries. Earn $603.eveek in
canneries or $4,000. +/math on
THE ROOMMATE SERVICE
fishing boats. Free transportation!
Largest selection
We Cost
Room & board! Over 8.000 open
Fast results.
irigs. Male or female. Get a head
start cei next summed For employ3410 Stevens Creek Md.
merit program call 1-206-545- Open Mon.- Sat., 11 am. 7 pin
241-5510.
4155 ert. A6041.
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
with all electnc kitchen, dehwash
or, arr Gondar:brig, gated covered
parkirg and on site laundry.
Eirght and aiy. Quiet. nce for start.
OK for two. 1 block hom campus.
Fran $670. / month.
Aspen Vintage fewer.
297.4705.

HOUSING

WILLOW GARDENS APTS.
Minutes from San lose State.
Spacious 2 bedroom apts. with 2
full baths. Ideal for students and
roommates. Swimming pool,
saunas, weight room and clubhouse. Quality living at a reasonable rate. Ask for student ascot/it 780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
1750 Stokes St. (408) 998.0300. 1 bern./lba. $595. 2 Ixlm./2 ba.
start $745. Avadeble now. Walk or
MASTER BDRMS. 2 full baths, 6 nde Nu to school. Ample parterg,
closets, 2 blocks from SJSU. garage available SeCUM41 entrance.
Underground parking, laundry Cable TV avail. Laundry facilities.
room. BBQ area, pool table. ping Remodeled, roomy & very clean.
pong table. Free cable TV. Call Manager 2889157 or Iv ills’,
148 E. William St Move it bawd
TIRED OF LIVING ON CAMPUS?
Call Cindy at 9470803.
Enjoy gerdnn style apartment leng
with be rents and low deposits.
LOOKING FOR A FEMALE
I() minutes from SJSU CanipuS.
roommate to live with a harsh
TIMBERWOOD APARTMENTS
capped man as a personal corn
57868(0.
panion. If you are interested, call
Brian at 2982308 after 4 pin.

SANDWICH MAKERS/PREP./57.
Hr. P.T. days, M - F. Apt* 2:(X)
3:00 pni. 848N. First St. Sanlose.

$200.- $500. WEEKLY
Assemble products at lune.
Easy! No seism You’re paid duct.
Fury guaranteed.
EARN $1,500 WEEKLY maitre oa FREE Information 24 tour hotline.
circulars! Begin now! Free packet!
801-3792900.
SETS, Dept 15. Box 4000,
Copyright I CA291(DH.
Ccrdova, TN. 380184000.
GREEKS & CLUBS, RAISE A COOL
SANDWICH MAKERS/PREP./57. $1,000.00 in just one week! Plus
Hr. P.T. days. M - F. Apply 2:00 51,000. for the member who calls!
3:00 an. 848 N. Fest St Sankffie. And a flee headphone radio just for
calling 14100932052R. ext 65.
NOW HIRING
DELIVERY DRIVERS & CASHIERS
Full & Part Tine Positions
DAY lb EVENING StIFTS AVAIL
Ihnoughout Saban Valley
To $7 50 per hour
Good pay! Must be reliable and
hard working. Apply it person.
(Depending on experienorn
Pasta Ma Restaurant
GRAVEYARD/WEEKEND
2565 N First St. or call 4357300
AVAILABIUTY A PLUS
Apply 8 ant --4 prn.
$18.00 PER HOUR SALARY
Monday - Friday
Telemarketrg / Canvassog
Amencan Protective Services
Lawn aeration.
2041 Mission College Blvd.
Weekends & Evenings.
Sure 150. Santa Clara
Start Saturday - Pad Monday.
EOE M/F/H/V since 1944.
(408)732-4443
COUNSELORS 8 SUPERVISORS.
Perfect Pert-Tine Job.
Need p/t energetic self-mote/dad
Tref of lipping hagers?
people to work in community
Fast graving hige tech cxi.
based residential programs for
for high energy sales
lookrig
St.
adults w/ autism. $6. -7./hr.
talent. Salary ccrnmission. Call
pas. res. min 1 ye sp. 4483953
Joseph 40475277(5)
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! INDIAN WELLS WATER Company
Reoesscrs, Purifiers. and
Many positions. Great benefits.
Ptiveyors of Pule Water.
Cal 113003333737 ext P3310.

LARGE CLEAN QUIET"
2 bdrm./2 bath. Gated garage.
$693. 529S. 104h 53. 98544044

SERVICES
STATE FARM SELLS HEALTH INS.
Operations arid hospital rooms
cost a kit more than you thre. Call
me today for details on State Farm
hospital surgical Insurance:
Judy mat 7364204.
WRMNG11. RESEARCH Sadao.
Term paper & thesis preparaton
asi assistarce. Al subjects. Qua!’
fled enters on every topic. Editing.
Rewntrig. Rests
-oars. ESL students
welcomed. Work euaranteed.
Emergencies a seemly. Fast,
satisfactory sersice. borers esx
grades! (Berkeley) 510-841 5036.
CASH FOR COLLEGE!!
Srbolardeps & financial ad
available regardless of wades or
parents. ncomel *Over 330.(54)
scholastes totaling $29 beton!
Aserage of 100 saxes of schoi
ashen. ftn. aid & grants In each
40 page recut! ’Cal for free rile
1-8009440066 rya. 7620.
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC!!
Unwanted hair removed laser.
Specialist Confider bal.
Offirrisable on your own pride
2474486.
335 S. Basood Av San Jose, Ca.
TUITION ASSISTANCE.
$296. in ad ansilabie
Free nfamabon about wining
money for education.
Ask about our guarantee.
408 -2685232 or 800 7436762

1000’s OF SCHOLARSHIP $$$s AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
available. Recorded raiessaer gees Word Processing! Theses, term
attars (408) 754-1418
papers, Nursing & group protects,
resumes, letters, manuscripts. etc.
Ward Perfect 5.1. HP Laser Jet All
formats plus AP& Spelirig, emcee
TRAVEL
abon and grammar assistance. All
BRECKENRIDGE SKI TRP
work guaranteed! Saw. $55 with
Jan. 13- 19 ski Colorado powder. Referral DIseounbl For worryfree,
dependable. art.] prompt service
6 rights / 5 days an price $589
5 nights / 4 days bus price $375 cal PAM 247-268118 meg P.ITI).
Trip neludes condo with kitchen.
fireplace. hot tub, and Iffi bckets.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
For nun lawman contact
Word Processig. Teem Papers
SJSU Ski Club president.
Theses, Graduate Work, APA &
Todd Smith at 7789250
Turabian Desktop Pubesting
Graphic Design ai Layout
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guannteed.
WORD PROCESSING
V. I. P. Grateske
Near Oatinage Mall
CALL UNDA TOOAY1
Fur experienced professoriail word
3639254.
processng Theses. term papers,
WORD PROCESSING
goup pruects, etc. All formats
Overwhelmed by reports
rickdeg APA. Quo* return.
Transcnpeon and Fax services
to be twee
available. Almaden/Branham area RELAX & LEAVE THE TYING TO ME.
Phone 2644504.
Graduate & underpart Resumes.
tent papers, theses. letters. etc.
I HATE TO TYPE
24 hour turnaround on most work.
Appointment necessary.
If this gut your attention.
Call An, ta 97-.4992.
give yourself a break.
Let me the for you!
Free pock up and delivery.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science arvi [relish papers / the
$2.03 per page.
Laser ennui;
Call Juke at:
ses our spn
Free spell chis:k and storage.
9988354
APA TuratAan and otter formats.
PERFECT PAGE PUBUSHING
Resumes. eatirg graphcs
Resunes. newsletters, loges,
and other services available
Masterson’s Wad PIVOeSSIng
promatonale papers. theses
Cal Paul or Vrgnia
Student disoants.
406251.0449.
’Creative Sautions for Every
Desktop Publishirg Need.
To 9 pin. (408)997-7055.

DAILY CLASSIFIED--ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

EJODOEICIDOODOIDOODEIMODEOECIEIODHOLI
DOODOIDOOODOEIDOODEIDOMMOODOOMO
CIDOODOODOODOEIDOODOCEIDEDDECIDODEICI
OCIODOODOCEIDOMODOODODOODP:DEJELIM
Ad Rattan 3 -line minimum
Th
One
Tete
Days
Day
Days
Inas
57
55
59
4 Naos
510
$6
5$
lines
511
57
6 Ines
$10
$12
$41
51 fro each a kitinnal cmx-

41,r

Fear
Days
SH
$12
513
514

Fine
Days
513
$14
515
S16

After the Aft day, rat* Increases by $1 per day.
IN lcr (1’, Slks, es) in tinkl frisenl c PINT
lip to 5 addassial wads available in bold for $leach

SEMESTER RATES
’39 lines $10. 10-14 linns’ 590.
15-19 lines: $110.

4

Plea se check /
your classification:

411,1,

70,0],
i11111.(1.4.
-

Send check or money order to.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
San foss, CA., 95192-0149
C lasSified desk is kv tiNt 41 ()wig hit Ninfel Hall, Room 209.
IN Deeds*, Iwo days beton) pi &hi a1.. t. le Al) ads are prepaid
ran1111W T,1 It -.II,
LIN
ref tirds On cancelled ads.
IN QUESTIONS/ CALL (408) 924-3277
M

_,,,
_
_

lectrunKs
a Sale
Greek
Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Farrel
Services
Travel
Tutus)
Wad Prior
F
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Monks caiit deny ifs ’Forgery’

JON SOLOMON

Its’
titan Daily Stall Writer

"A lot of people freak out on
us," said Monks of Doom singer
and bassist Victor Krummenacher.
And there’s a lot to freak out
about.
Emerging from the now defunkt Camper Van Beethoven,
the Monks of Doom offer a more
richly textured and diverse musicality.
"We’re an alternative to the
alternative he said. "We’re not
really part of anything and we’re
happy with that:’
"Forv,ery," the Monks fifth
reicasi: and first on I.R.S. records,
explores more intricate sound terrain than their previous recordings. Forgery also happens to be a
theme that lies in the songs in various degrees.
Literally, forgery lies in "Flint
Jack’ a 19th century Englishman
who forged Celtic and Roman
artifacts. Figuratively, forgery lies
in"Virtual Lover," a tale of a hapless programmer who falls for a
virtual
reality pornographic
progam.
There’s even an abstract aspect
of forgery in"Chaos Is Not Dead:’
an anthem for those who begin to

see literal holes in the firmament, for the folks who
felt "reality" itself is
forged. Krummenacher
said.
The Monks say a line of
forgery also runs strong
in their music, in tribute
to
their
influences,
whether it be XTC, Can,
Jah Wobble, The Pogues
or even Captain Beefheart.
The Monks also contributed to the Jimi Hendrix tribute album "lf a 6
Was a 9" by doing a rendition of
"Spanish Castle Magic:’
Aside from the sometimes
obscure lyrical content on
"Forgery’ the Monks open up
musically on a number of far out
instrumentals like "Dust:’ a song,
that if you could taste, would taste
like 15 flavors of dust, with each
flavor being a different tempo.
Both "Dust" and "A.O.A" feature some intense atmospheric
guitar interplay between Greg
Lisher and David ImmergRick.
The frantically urgent tune "Off
on a Comet" changes tempos so
many times it’s almost audibly
hard to digest.
"Tanguedia," a tribute to the
Argentinian composerAstor Piazzolla, has an odd tango flavor to it.
"Tanguedia (reprise)" starts as a
classical piece saturated with hints
of Piazzolla and swirling guitar
harmonies.
Krummenacher, Lisher and
drummer Chris Pedersen from
Camper Van Beethoven, along
with ImmerglOck from the Ophelias, started the Monks as a parttime side project in 1986.
The name Monks of Doom
can provoke imagery of skinny
long-haired guys in tight leather
pants and brown robes playing

loud metal on a fog filled stage.
The name hardly describes the
music the Monks of Doom play. It
can be dark and gloomy at times,
other times it can be silly and
absurd.
The irony of the band’s name
stems from a time when the guys
were sitting around one night
being drunk and absurd and
thought, "wouldn’t it be funny to
be a heavy metal band:’ Krummenacher said. "The name is obvious
subterfuge!’

Two years ago Camper Van
Beethoven, "the quintessential,
snotty California band:’ as Krummenacher described it, disbanded
and CVB singer David Lowery
formed his own band Cracker.
So what’s Krunimenacher’s
advice to the world?
"Tolerance breeds a kinder,
gentler nation:’ he said.
The Monks of Doom will be
playing at noon today in the Student Union Ampitheater as part of
the Homecoming Live series.
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Win Morrissey & B -52’s Tickets!
October 7
$2.50, Student Union
Ballroom, 9pm Only
Two weeks from

locitr y Wayne’s World
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Heald can guarantee
you will graduate on time!

Heald College
684Saratoga

1-800;950-0559
A nonprofit college accredited by the
Western Association of Schools and Colleges
11)1.gf eV

Job

kV,

7,Veri
October 8, $2.50
Morris Daily Auditorium,
1 ’
6pm: Thunderheart
j,
s II
9pm: Incident at Oglala
[season pass now available fos $10] +
For ,nfo about upcorthng events coll the R AI’ I ine or 14001 924 626 I
the Associated StAents Rorid Apathy Tenrinator

Fill:MVO Aid
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Associated Students

HOMECOMING
A Classic Tradition

EXPIDRATION
DAY
OVER
EMPLOYERSA VARIETY OF CAREERS
ON
NT
150
market
j.
STUDEob
INFORMATION
GRADUATE
WILL

PROVIDE
Explore

today’s
TO available in
FRESHMAN
opportunities
career
WEDNESDAY

OCTOBER

14

10AMID3 PM
liepreSelltatiVeS 00111

Business. Industry.
Government. Education.
health and Human Service’.

The Event Center. SJSU

Professional attire and resumes are not required, however they are highly recommended for those
seeking career opportunities

Today:
Noon Concert
Check out Monks of Doom in the
Ampitheatre. This band consists
of ex Camper Van Beethoven
members.
Food Bazaar
9am - 3:30pm Once again the
dirt lot on Seventh and Son Carlos
will be transformedl This time into a
festive area filled with foods from
around world.

111%.
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Movie Night
Come watch Pink Floyd’s The Wall at
9:00 PM in Morris Daily Auditorium!

Tomorrow:
Yellfest
7pm Amphitheatre Listen to
the original cheers as sung from
Campus Organizations, and
check out Crazy George!
Noon Concert Jennifer Rambles
On, a local altenative band will play
the Amphitheatre at Noon.
Canned Food DriveYour generous
donations will help the needy of San
Jose so stop by the Art Quad from
10am to 2pm.
International Food Bazaar
If you don’t get a chance to stop by
today, go tomorrow!
For More information 924-6240

SPARTAN
HOMECOMING

Funded by
Associated Students IP

Illre 111111.

